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Living Fossil Plants
My term project will focus on plant “living fossils,” plant fossils that bear striking
resemblance in appearance and in DNA to extant plant species. From my research, I have learned
that while “living fossils” have rightfully earned their title because they look anatomically
unchanged from their distant fossilized ancestors, they are not exempt from evolutionary forces
that come with earth’s shifting environments. In order to have survived these shifting
environments, their physical appearances may not have needed to evolve, but natural selection
would have favored physiological mutations that better suited different elemental environments.
Other theories suggest that extant species have retained their physical appearances because they
had developed “a winning formula early on” or their competition for resources is minimal in a
predictable environment (Werth & Shear). Despite inevitable adaptive and neutral evolutionary
changes at a molecular level, scientists can still use existing species of their fossilized
counterparts to test theories about fossils’ living conditions and traits that have allowed them to
survive relatively “unchanged” (Cafasso and Chinali; Yirka). My creative project will focus
specifically on the “living fossils” of the dawn redwood, ginkgo tree, and wollemi pine— all of
which flourished in the Mesozoic era as more reproductively advanced because they relied on the
wind to pollinate their eggs instead of being self-pollinating like the earliest land plant, the seed
fern was (Thompson 739).
The dawn redwood is particularly fascinating because of its ability to survive in a
continuous light environment similar to the environment its ancestors endured. In high northern
latitudes during the Eocene epoch, continuous low to moderate-intensity light would shine for up
to four months straight. M. Alejandra Equiza et al conducted an experiment to discover the
effects of continuous light on plants’ photosynthetic capacity using the extant Metasequoia
glyptostroboides to represent the dominant high-altitude tree genus of this ancient environment.
Their results revealed that the dawn redwood’s increased growth under continuous light
decreased its photosynthetic capacity but decreased less than other coniferous species under
continuous light exposure, which lead the researchers to understand how this species has
surpassed others in existence. Because light was constantly available, the dawn redwood did not
need to absorb as much as it did when the light was only present for hours in its current natural
environment. It could photosynthesize at a lower rate throughout the day to receive the nutrition
it needed as well as a surplus that produced increased growth. Though its photosynthetic capacity
lowered, it was at a lesser rate than other conifer species’ capacities lowered under a continuous
light environment and therefore could photosynthesize better than others if the continuous light
environment began to disappear and sunlight was available for shorter amounts of time (Equiza,
et al. 1458).
The ginkgo biloba species is the only living species of the Ginkgophyta division today.
The ginkgo tree’s RNA contains the most editing sites of any other seed plant at 255 sites (Peng
He, et al.). Since the gingko biloba exists in fossil form and in an extant form and has an
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abundance of RNA editing sites, Peng He and other researchers used it to study the biological
and evolutionary significance of RNA editing sites. They extracted DNA from 8-week-old
gingko specimens that they had grown, they identified the RNA editing sites, and they compared
their results to other species’ RNA editing sites. They found that many of the ginkgo’s unique
editing sites had disappeared in two other gymnosperms, Pinus and Cycas, suggesting that the
gingko’s chloroplast genome bears a closer resemblance to its ancestor’s than the other two
gymnosperms’ to theirs. Their results also showed that most of the RNA editing sites can recover
amino acid conservation and increase amino acid hydrophobicity, which are important in
activating and oligomerizing protein receptors as well as in coupling proteins that detect and
respond to external environments (Caltabiano, et al. 110). RNA editing physiologically benefited
the gingko because it allowed it to maintain the production essential proteins through an editing
process is response to its shifting environment over time.
The wollemi pine has a compelling presence because its rarity introduced many
conservation efforts when three hikers accidently discovered in 1994 a small Australian grove of
about two dozen Wollemia nobilis (McLoughlin & Vajda). Stephen Mcloughlin & Vivi Vajda
elaorate in an American Scientist article that this species is not a true “pine” and actually belongs
in the Araucariaceae family of coniferous trees in which only two other extant genera exist. The
fossil record contains a relative profusion of Araucariaceae specimens that researchers have
compared to the wollemi pine and consequently “filled gaps” in evolutionary theories about this
coniferous family. Living, though remnant, Araucariaceae species extend from Australia to
South America, reinforcing fossil evidence that this family had a once-widespread population.
The survival of the wollemi pine in such small numbers constitutes it especially rare because
adult plants are almost completely genetically synonymous, whereas genetically varied
populations can develop mutations that help the species adapt and survive through natural
selection. McLoughlin & Vajda also suggest that the Wollemia barely survived the theorized
asteroid that fell onto Earth and ignited a “global firestorm” that extinguished dinosaurs and
numerous other species. Though this “firestorm” subsequently created a colder, drier climate
because the soot obscured the sun and fires occasionally combusted, a few Wollemia survived—
as most of its family vanished— these far from ideal conditions with seeds that were buried in
soil as the Earth recovered the moist and mild climates that the Wollemia prefers. As the Earth
went through other phases of extreme temperatures such as all-encompassing glaciation, the
Wollemia population dwindled into the naturally occurring dozens of today. The few specimens
that survive today rely on symbiotic fungi to retrieve nutrients that sustain the rare group of
humidity-prone plants in vastly dry Australian land.
All of these plants, though remarkably similar at first glance to their preserved ancestors,
have changed and evolved in response to Earth’s extreme fluctuating climates. The dawn
redwood’s resilience is a result of its increased ability—in comparison to other trees in identical
environments— to adjust to these fluctuating climates at a photosynthetic level. Within the dawn
redwood species itself, specimens that had the best ability to adjust their photosynthetic capacity
endured despite the constancy of their physical appearance. The sole ginkgo tree species that
exists today bears an almost unchanged resemblance to its fossilized ancestor yet is the only
species to survive of its genus because its plentiful RNA editing sites gave it a superior ability to,
again, adjust to vacillating environments. The wollemi pine seemed to withstand Earth’s
environmental fluctuations through the chance that its seeds did not dry out or freeze during
severe and sudden atmospheric transitions. However, its extant species persevered because
natural selection favored the specimens that persisted until favorable humid conditions returned.
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The inevitability of changes that characterizes all organisms that prevailed amidst Earth’s
inconsistent elements and will also characterize my term project.
Concentrating on these three species of “living fossils,” I want to create jewelry based on
their fossils and their extant species. I will create a pair of asymmetrical earrings for each pair of
species, establishing the right ear as the “fossil” ear and the left ear as the “living” ear. Earrings
appear to be the best way to present the comparison of the ancient to the living because of the
natural divide that the face provides between two objects and also because the symmetry of ears
provides a simultaneous unity. I plan to etch the fossil imprint in copper to emulate real fossil
slabs and create interpretations of the fossils’ corresponding descendants to match it. The
earrings of the extant species will involve more moving parts to refer to the constant motion of
evolution and contrast it with the stagnancy of the etched slabs. I will represent the dawn
redwood’s extant leaf structure with a mobile construction so that each unit will sway separately,
embodying the non-static quality of my concept. The moving element in the wollemi pine’s
extant leaf will materialize as leaves on tubes that are free to spin, keeping the spiraling element
of the leaves on its branches. The extant ginkgo tree leaves will possess movement through the
classic use of en tremblant, a method of attaching heavier element on springs or thin wire so that
the elements will tremble with the wearer’s motion. The kinetics in all three pieces will serve my
concept as well as semi-reflect the actual undulations and vibrations of the physical leaves
themselves. I will be using copper because of its susceptibility to oxidation. This change through
oxidation will represent evolution’s inevitable presence, even in the fossil vessel because
scientists date fossils using the half-lives of the elements they have been preserved in. Half-lives
of elements are anatomical evidence that all elements are vulnerable to change simply by
naturally decaying. Copper is also the most malleable metal, is difficult to melt, and can endure
copious amounts of fire before melting. These qualities of copper represent the malleability and
endurance of all three species even through Earth’s extreme “fires.”
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